Economic, Political Risk & Risk

Beyond Commodities: Strong Investment Will Sustain Current Account Deficits (click to Read More)

Global | Economy
In this first instalment of a region-wide look at Sub-Saharan Africa’s balance of payments, BMI’s Africa Country Risk team looks beyond the commodity story. While the collapse in commodity prices has...

Industry Megatrends: Which Companies Stand To Win And Lose? (click to Read More)

Global | Strategy
We have identified industry megatrends out to 2050 that will create opportunities and challenges for companies operating in these sectors. Below, we identify which companies will be winners and...

Geopolitical Implications Of ‘Brexit’ (click to Read More)

Global | Political Risk
Britain’s exit (“Brexit”) from the EU would have significant geopolitical implications, most probably weakening both the UK and EU on the international stage, at least for several years. Over the...

Asia: Principal Target And Source Of Development Finance (click to Read More)

Global | Finance - Infrastructure
We see two major and contrary trends in the global development space: increasing collaboration among multilateral development banks and heightened competition among nationally sponsored development...

OPEC: Not Much To Expect From June Meeting Either (click to Read More)

Middle East | Political Risk
OPEC’s June meeting will fail to deliver an oil production cap agreement. Tensions between Saudi Arabia and Iran will prevent a political consensus from being reached, while the vast majority of oil...

Emerging Markets: Key Themes Chartpack (click to Read More)

Global | Economy
Emerging Markets are close to an economic inflection point. The US dollar has topped out, alleviating pressure on EM currencies, commodities have based, and a range of EM assets have rallied...

Regional Trends Point To Continued Stagflation (click to Read More)

Africa | Economy
Stagflationary conditions in the Sub-Saharan African region are likely to prevail from the end of 2016 into 2017, as global commodity prices start rising from the end of 2016 while any...

Sector

Key Trends Driving Big Pharma’s Changing Operating Model (click to Read More)

Global | Pharmaceuticals & Healthcare
Big pharma is undergoing a fundamental transformation. A novel model is being established that attempts to harness the most advantageous aspects of small biotech operational efficiencies and...

IOC’s To Emerge From Downcycle At USD50/bbl (click to Read More)

Global | Oil & Gas
Oil majors are gradually showing signs of becoming more operationally efficient, despite weak oil prices and refining margins impacting Q116 results. Targeting cash flow neutrality at around USD50/...
**Wheat: 2016 Upside To Persist Out To 2020** *(click to Read More)*

*Global | Grains*
CBOT wheat prices will remain on the upside over the remainder of 2016, supported by the global wheat market turning to deficit in the upcoming 2016/17 season along with lower output from the US. Out...

**FCA-Google Partnership: Will Benefits Outweigh Risks?** *(click to Read More)*

*Global | Autos*
FCA and Google’s self-driving deal is mutually beneficial; FCA needs a partner to develop its driverless technology capabilities whereas Google needs to test its technology on more commercial...

**Global Rail Outlook: Urbanisation And Climate Concerns Driving Growth** *(click to Read More)*

*Global | Railways*
The rail segment will be the fastest growing of the transport sectors over the coming decade, driven by an expansion of the high speed rail network, mass transit solutions in major urban areas and...

**Facebook’s Telecom Infra Project An Enabler, Not A Threat** *(click to Read More)*

*Global | Telecoms*
Rather than being a threat, Facebook’s Telecom Infra Project will serve as an enabler for both existing and new telecom players, primarily by improving long-term mobile subscriptions growth for...

**UHV Expansion Drive To Offer Opportunities, Fuel Export Aspirations** *(click to Read More)*

*China | Transmission - Distribution*
China’s push for UHV capacity deployment in order to connect power surplus provinces with east coast power consumption hubs will create opportunities for technology providers in the segment. We...

**Spending Cuts Bring New Shale Strategy** *(click to Read More)*

*United States | Oil*
Weakness in crude prices will spur greater resourcefulness on the part of shale oil producers, with companies targeting uncompleted well inventories, identifying refrac opportunities and bringing in...

**Agribusiness In The Mekong Region: Enticing Opportunities** *(click to Read More)*

*Asia | Agribusiness*
The outlook for agricultural production and food consumption in the Mekong River region is bright. Thailand and Vietnam will maintain their head-start in terms of production within the region, and...

**Opportunities In Premium Food Cushion Domestic Slump** *(click to Read More)*

*Australia | Grocery Retail*
A brighter consumer outlook in Australia will support South Africa-based food retailer Woolworths’ decision to expand into the more developed market as it seeks to penetrate the premium food retail...

**Telenor’s Short-Term Outlook Remains Bearish** *(click to Read More)*

*India | Mobile*
Telenor’s withdrawal from India would not be unexpected, given its lack of scale and questions over commercial viability linked to the pricing of spectrum. This reaffirms our view that the growing...
Innovative Products Will Drive Eli Lilly’s Long-Term Growth

United States | Pharmaceuticals & Healthcare
Sales of established medicines - such as Humalog, Trajenta, Cialis, Forteo, Strattera and Erbitux - and animal health products will continue to be the primary revenue drivers for Eli Lilly in 2016...

Residential And Non-Residential Construction: Growth To Return

Canada | Residential Construction
Canada’s residential and non-residential construction industry will see a recovery this year, as the capital expenditure cuts in the oil and gas sector become less of a drag. Moreover, new investment...

Webinar: Power & Renewables Technology – the Game Changers

This webinar will highlight five key technologies that have the potential to significantly impact the power and renewables industry over the next 10 years. While these emerging technologies are at different stages of maturity, they would all have a transformative impact on the industry if successfully brought to commercialisation or if they achieved greater penetration via higher cost-competitiveness and improved business models. These technologies include: clean coal technology, small modular nuclear reactors, virtual power plants, floating offshore wind turbines and battery storage.

Upcoming BMI Webinars: http://www.bmiresearch.com/events.
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